
 
 

What began as a regular school year quickly evolved from regular routines to experiencing interruptions 

to school routines including TESC activities due to labour disruptions beginning in November, followed 

by the closure of school and cessation of TESC activities due to COVID-19 in March.  As a result, this year 

end report will provide updates on the contributions and activities organized by TESC preceding and 

following March break (March 16-20). 

September 3, 2019 to March 13, 2020: 

Trillium Elementary School Council continued to support several long-standing programs including: 

● Scientist in School Program: TESC provided funding for 11 sessions 

● Magazines for the Library: TESC purchased 10 magazine subscriptions 

● Classroom start-up: TESC providing funding to 27 teachers towards the purchase of educational 

tools/items for the classroom. 

In addition to the above, TESC raised funds for future cultural events and the Grade 8 leaving ceremony.  

As the Grade 8 ceremony did not take place in person this year, money raised for this event was re-

directed toward the purchase of yearbooks for this group of students. 

Funding for the above items came from several recurring fundraisers including the Hot Lunch program, 

Fall Book Fair, Cookie Dough and Booster Juice.   

TESC started the school year with a balance of $4,513.08 and through the four events mentioned above, 

raised over $6,890.00. 

TESC also organized and hosted two events to bring families and students together.  At the start of the 

school year, TESC hosted a fun pre-Meet the Teacher event and brought in food trucks and a bouncy 

castle.  As well, TESC hosted one movie night in December.  

As school labour disruptions escalated, TESC experienced several impacts including the cancellation of 

several Hot Lunch and Lunch Lady days along with the cancellation of the Valentine’s Dinner, Dance and 

Basket Raffle fundraiser (Trillium’s largest annual event). 

March 23, 2020 to June 25, 2020: 

On March 11, the World Health Organization declared that the novel coronavirus disease (aka COVID-19) 

a pandemic. On March 12, premier Doug Ford announced that public schools in the province would shut 

down for three weeks (the school shut down was extended several times and schools ended up staying 

closed through to the end of the school year).  As a result, TESC proceeded to cancel all planned events 

(Spring Book Fair, Booster Juice fundraiser, Spring Movie Night, Hot Lunch program and Lunch Lady 

program).  We also paused the library magazine subscription and in June returned all Hot Lunch credits 

to families. 

Four council meetings were held prior to COVID-19, with participation from TESC (Chair, Treasurer, Co-

Secretary and members at large), school administration (Principal and Vice-Principal), teacher 

representative (pre labour dispute), community representatives and parents.  Following March break, 

one meeting was held virtually and all other TESC related items were conducted as needed via email. 
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Communication to Trillium families of activities and council meetings was accomplished through various 

means including email, classroom backpack mail and school calendar. 

TESC council members navigated this year with tremendous patience, dedication, understanding and 

flexibility always looking to do what was right for Trillium students, staff and family members and 

managed to navigate this unprecedented year exceptionally well. I look forward to the creativity and 

adaptability of council members as they move to an online format for council in the 2020-2021 school 

year. 

Thank you! 

Jennifer Sauve 

TESC Chair 

 

 


